One of Everything
What is most interesting and unique about French Island is the range of people who call it
home. There are farmers and financial advisors, lawyers and larrikins, an architect, an inventor
an engineer, and a safety inspector, winemakers and beer drinkers, labourers, cricketers, cooks
and a comedian, musos and artists, hermits and hospitality hosts, a tattooist and tour guides,
LGBTI people, disabled people, professional people and disenfranchised people. We even had
an international pop star.
For such a tiny community, it seems we’ve got one of everything. This is not what you’d find in
a normal suburb or town. And the amazing thing is that we can get along and resolve issues
without too many serious grumbles. We can accept eccentricity. We make friends with unlikely
characters.
On French Island we share something very special - our differences. Diversity is our greatest
strength, and our best hope for the future. Working together puts us in the best position to
protect our isolated island and our unique lifestyles.
Welcome to Off-the-Grid.

Building Bridges
That beast of a machine on page one has been helping to build the new bridge over Tankerton
Creek. What an impressive piece of infrastructure the bridge will be; much wider, higher,
stronger and safer than the old one. Built to last, it is a concrete expression of confidence in the
island’s future. There will certainly be no problem getting up the west coast.
In fact, this bridge is so good some find it a bit scary. What is going to be happening up Coast
Road? Is a nuclear power station back on the agenda… a wind farm… a marina... or some AGL
gas thing? We hope not.
The real reason may be much simpler. This is what a modern bridge looks like. We are just
catching up to the rest of Australia. We can maintain our environment and lifestyle, without
crumbling infrastructure. We think this bridge deserves an official launch, a ribbon to cut, a
bottle of bubbly or two, then we can all march over it.

The Look

Some people have presence, a look that catches the eye. Cyril Kennedy is one of them. There
are plenty of pictures of Paris catwalks, with guys in weird outfits, desperate to catch
someone’s attention. Cyril just has to stand on the pier to make an impression. For those
familiar with the film Zoolander, this is his “blue steel” look. Very cool!
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New Timetable
There have been a few changes to the Ferry timetable for Sundays. Here’s the latest version,
ready to print, or save. Or keep it as a picture on your phone, so you’ve always got it handy.

Vintage Austin rally at Bayview Chicory Kiln in 2009
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We’ve Got Talent
Short Distance
"It's only a short distance"
I would say,
Then puzzled I'd wonder
Why petrol in tank
Long would not stay.
Is there a leak?
Has it drained away?
Maybe the rough road?
Or the weight of garbage
In the back,
Which I'd stowed?
"I'm only going for the mail,
Dropping at tip"
(It's on the same road)
"I'll not drive fast
Or dawdle like snail,
Stop at the shop
For a long chat
So belated I stay,
Don't worry, I have my phone Isolated, I won't long be alone."
For short distance
I only do drive.
Man the way that tank
Eats petrol,
It must be alive!
When we looked at the map
What a surprise.
"Short" rural drive?
(We couldn't believe our eyes)
Meant six suburbs in town The gauge hadn't lied.
No wonder our petrol
Was constantly down!
Paula Seymour 26.11.20
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Easter Market is Back
The French Island Easter Market is
coming BACCKKK!. After a few
cancellations, due to COVID and other
factors, it’s on again in 2021.
You can see what’s happened in the past –
great produce, plants and chainsaw
repairs. This year promises to be just as
bountiful, with plenty of quality goods - by
islanders for islanders
Get in early, so you don’t miss out.
Sunday 4th April
FI Community Hall
10:00am – 2:00pm

One More Thing
Correction: In the previous edition of OTG I mentioned Gayle Coulter and unintentionally
misspelt her name. She didn’t complain but it was a shoddy mistake. Sorry Gayle.
Off-the-Grid next edition will be published in two months, May 15.
Good news items welcomed.
To subscribe contact frenchislandotg@gmail.com.
To stop receiving Off-the-Grid send STOP to Unsubscribe.
Visit our blog page to see previous editions.
Sponsored by French Island Cottage.
Editor - Alan Pentland

Final Fact
In Australia, most bushfires are caused by dry lightning strikes.
In California virtually all bushfires are lit by people.
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